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Opening lead: ♥Q. 

Bidding commentary: Routine, if you go along with “No Stayman with a 4-3-3-3 hand pattern.” Most top players abandon Stayman with this 
distribution. 

Defensive commentary: As East, when partner leads the ♥Q and you have K-x or A-x , overtake and return the suit to drive out declarer’s lone 
stopper without blocking the suit. If you do that, partner can clear hearts, keeping the ♣A as the entry to the established hearts. 

Play commentary: As South, assuming East plays the ♥K at trick one (indicating shortness), duck the first heart, win the second, and lead the 
♣J! Why? You have eight tricks outside of clubs and need at least one club trick to make the contract. If West has the ♣A plus a likely five-card 
heart suit, you are a dead man walking. Alternatively, if East has the ♣A, you can’t lose the contract. The reason for leading the jack is that it 
looks for all the world like you are taking a finesse. 

If West is taken in by this little piece of skullduggery and ducks, you have stolen your ninth trick! 

Defensive commentary #2: As West, assuming South wins the second or third heart and leads the ♣J, don’t be greedy! Take the money (the set-
ting tricks) and run. If you stop to work it out, partner can’t have the ♣Q! Dummy has 13 and declarer has 15-17, so assume 16. This means the 
opponents have 29 HCP give or take one point. Your side has 11 HCP give or take a point. You have 8 HCP and partner has shown 3 with the 
♥K for 11. So guess who has the ♣Q? Good thinking: They do. Nonetheless, leading the jack from the Q-J towards the king in dummy is a neat 
way to hypnotize second hand into ducking with the ace. You are becoming so tricky. 
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Thinking bridge
By Eddie Kantar

 Dlr: South ♠ A 10 8 4
 Vul: Both  ♥ 7 5 4
  ♦ A Q 10
  ♣ K 10 9
 ♠ 5 3 2  ♠ 9 7 6
 ♥ Q J 10 6 3  ♥ K 2
 ♦ J 4 2  ♦ 7 6 5 3
 ♣ A 2  ♣ 7 5 4 3
  ♠ K Q J
  ♥ A 9 8
  ♦ K 9 8
  ♣ Q J 8 6
 West North East South
    1NT
 Pass 3NT All Pass

Opening lead: ♥Q.
Bidding commentary: Routine, if you go 

along with “No Stayman with a 4-3-3-3 hand 
pattern.”  Most top players abandon Stayman with 

this distribution.       

Defensive commentary: As East, when partner 

leads the ♥Q and you have K-x or A-x , overtake 
and return the suit to drive out declarer’s lone 

stopper without blocking the suit. If you do that, 

partner can clear hearts, keeping the ♣A as the entry 

to the established hearts.   

Play commentary: As South, assuming East 

plays the ♥K at trick one (indicating shortness), 
duck the first heart, win the second, and lead the ♣J! 
Why? You have eight tricks outside of clubs and 
need at least one club trick to make the contract. 

If West has the ♣A plus a likely five-card heart 
suit, you are a dead man walking. Alternatively, if 

East has the ♣A, you can’t lose the contract. The 
reason for leading the jack is that it looks for all the 

world like you are taking a finesse. If West is taken 
in by this little piece of skullduggery and ducks, you 

have stolen your ninth trick!    

Defensive commentary #2: As West, assuming 

South wins the second or third heart and leads the 

♣J, don’t be greedy! Take the money (the setting 
tricks) and run. If you stop to work it out, partner 

can’t have the ♣Q! Dummy has 13 and declarer 
has 15-17, so assume 16. This means the opponents 
have 29 HCP give or take one point. Your side 
has 11 HCP give or take a point. You have 8 HCP 
and partner has shown 3 with the ♥K for 11. So 
guess who has the ♣Q? Good thinking: They do. 
Nonetheless, leading the jack from the Q-J towards 

the king in dummy is a neat way to hypnotize 

second hand into ducking with the ace. You are 

becoming so tricky. 

 

Have you discussed? 
Competing effectively

By Brent Manley
In today’s 

game, it’s important 

to compete. If 

you sit by and 

pass whenever the 

opponents open 

the bidding, your 

results will suffer. 

Getting into the 

opponents’ auction 

takes away some 

of their options and 

makes it tougher for 

them to get to the best contract.

One of the most effective weapons you can 

employ is the weak jump overcall. This takes up the 

opponents’ bidding space and makes them guess 

more often as they strive to get to the best spot.

Say you hold this hand:

♠ Q J 10 9 7 5        ♥6 2        ♦K 9 7        ♣J 5.
Your right-hand opponent opens 1♣. This is a 

classic bid of 2♠, usually showing a six-card suit 
– with seven, you would probably bid 3♠ – and 
without much in the way of defense.

You might have some trepidation if your side 

is vulnerable and the opponents are not, but if you 

have an aggressive style and a partner who is ok, 

with occasional bad results, you can make life 

difficult for the opponents by bidding with hands 
like this. If partner has a couple of spades and 

some other high cards, you might even make your 

contract. 

Bear in mind that when you bid 2♠, unless 2NT 
is an option for one of the opponents, any bid they 

make will be at the three level – which might be an 
uncomfortable spot.

With vulnerability in your favor – they are, 
you aren’t – you can make a weak jump overcall 
with even fewer high-card points than shown in the 

example.

Discuss with partner what a weak jump overcall 

by either of you will deliver, especially when your 

side is vulnerable.

Options when you overcall
The overcall has two important goals: 

indicating a lead and suggesting a suit for 

competing. This hand is generally considered to be 

a minimum overcall of 1♠ over 1♣ with neither side 
vulnerable:

♠A Q 7 6 4        ♥9 4 2        ♦Q 9 6 5        ♣6
Some would argue that the spade suit should be 

a bit more robust, perhaps a hand such as:

♠A Q 9 8 5        ♥5 4       ♦5 4 3        ♣K 8 4.
In almost all cases, a one-level overcall should 

be based on a five-card suit, although a strong 
four-card suit – e.g., ♥A K Q 10 – that can be bid at 
the one level, nonvulnerable, would be acceptable. 

Make sure partner is ok with this action.

When you bid at the two level, especially 

when you are vulnerable, the requirements are 
significantly different. This is an important point to 
discuss with your partner. For starters, a vulnerable 

two-level overcall should be based on a strong suit 

of at least six cards – something like A K J 10 9 6 

in an otherwise strong hand (opening strength or 
better).

If partner can count on you to have such a hand 

when you overcall at the two level, their bidding 

will be more accurate.

When you are the advancer (partner of the 
overcaller), it’s important for you to raise when 

you can, perhaps further disrupting the opponents’ 

auction, but you must let partner know when you 

have more than a courtesy raise. Suppose you hold:

♠A J 3        ♥Q J 8 7        ♦K 9 8 6        ♣6 2.
Your left-hand opponent opens 1♣ and partner 

overcalls 1♥. RHO passes. You have a clear-cut 
bid of 2♣. This cuebid shows a raise with at least 
10 support points – high cards plus points for 
distribution. This action will get your side to game 

when you have the assets to make it.  

Tomorrow: Defensive signals

It’s not just his first NABC but the first 
tournament ever for D.J. Brown of San 
Francisco. Having played almost exclusively 
on BBO for a while, Brown had played barely 
more than a few hands in a club before 
deciding to take the big plunge. “Oy vey! ... I’m 
surprisingly comfortable,” Brown said. “The 
group that put this together did a phenomenal 
job.”


